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Q&A on NEERE
1. What is NEERE?
NEERE is a web browser based collaboration platform for CAD/CAE
engineers developed to organize teamwork and boost productivity. It
offers a complete communication hub and is integrated with BETA CAE
Applications (ANSA and META).

2. Why was NEERE developed?
NEERE is the answer to our clients’ need for a straightforward and easy to
use solution to collaborate with their peers around the world. It organizes
teamwork in virtual rooms and enables communication via speech, text
and video. Collaborators can work with BETA CAE Applications even if
they do not have access to the specific software by launching them on
servers.

3. Who should use NEERE?
NEERE is mainly developed to facilitate collaboration between CAD/CAE
engineers by giving access to BETA CAE Applications. However, the
additional screen sharing functionality extends its use to any professional
that wants to securely collaborate with peers in different locations around
the world in fully encrypted sessions.

4. Do I need a specific background in order to work with NEERE?
Its user-friendly interface makes NEERE easy to use without any previous
knowledge of other software required.

5. Can I install NEERE by myself?
Although NEERE installation is straightforward it is highly recommended
that it is done either in the presence of or by an IT specialist.
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6. Which are the hardware and software requirements for
NEERE?
The software and hardware requirements for NEERE are documented in
detail in the technical requirements document.

7. Which software is a prerequisite for NEERE?
BETA License Manager (BETA_LM version 6.6 and above) should be up
and running.

8. Do I need a special feature in the license file?
The required features are:
NEERE_SERVER
NEERE_ROOM
NEERE_USER

9. How many credits does NEERE require?
The server requires 100 credits.
For every active room (i.e. at least one user is in the room) 10 credits are
required.
For every user that is active in a room 1 credit is required.

10. What do I need to download?
Only the NEERE server installer is required for the server. At every client
the NEERE client software needs to be installed (no admin privileges are
required).

11. What does the installation package contain?
In order to make the NEERE server installation quick and easy we have
included everything that NEERE requires in the installation package. For
more details please check the installation guide.
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12. May I have an evaluation installation of NEERE?
An evaluation installation is available for limited duration. During the
evaluation period full support is provided by BETA CAE Systems.

** Features subject to change without notice
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